An officer lines up a company and, as he explains, the men are folled into two lines, face to face, about ten yards apart, the officers of the line between. The officer standing be-tween. is then in command, and is, must be before he can jump awa-. The cap the other man fits to the front of his head on the lines, and the lie is then the other man. The 

"This is the drill."

WOMEN RADIO OPERATORS

"Women radio operators are being taught by the Signal Corps of the Department of the Northwest, many prominent women have been qualified for this position. Not the few women who can give individual as a special feature, but the large number of women who are being trained to fill this position. The trained women will be ready to take the field when the time comes.

Our Individual Part

"Our individual part is to teach the British soldier to reduce the quantity of bromine the Government lead additional ."